GENERAL PRINTMAKING

STUDENT SUPPLIES

SPRING 2002

Thumb tacks/push pins
Xacto knife handle #1
Xacto knife blades #11
Oil paints (A variety of old tubes is fine)
Artist’s brushes
Wood cut/lino tool kit - Utrecht or Daniel Smith
Linoleum Block, 9X12 or sheet of linoleum
Elmers glue
Wooden spoons
1” Soft pine plank
Brayers 6”
Soft rubber, Utrecht 12.95
Sheet of cheap clear plastic/ acrylic sheet/ Lucite
1/8” OR 1/4” Masking tape
Sandpaper
Liquitex modeling paste
Scissors
Stencil brush, small, ask in a hardware store or craft shop
Small plastic container of mineral spirits
Large bottle of baby oil/mineral oil
Printing papers:
   Rives BFK, ARCHES, UTRECHT, OR GRAPHIC CHEMICAL
   APPROX.25 SHEETS
Hosho paper, inexpensive tableau paper, or Japanese print paper
Portfolio
Apron
Rags
Mat board or large mat board scraps